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Abstract— Overlapped fingerprints are commonly encountered1

in latent fingerprints lifted from crime scenes. Such overlapped2

fingerprints can hardly be processed by state-of-the-art finger-3

print matchers. Several methods have been proposed to separate4

the overlapped fingerprints. However, these methods neither5

provide robust separation results, nor could be generalized6

for most overlapped fingerprints. In this paper, we propose a7

novel latent overlapped fingerprints separation algorithm based8

on adaptive orientation model fitting. Different from existing9

methods, our algorithm estimates the initial orientation fields in10

a more accurate way and then separates the orientation fields for11

component fingerprints through an iterative correction process.12

Global orientation field models are used to predict and correct the13

orientations in overlapped regions. Experimental results on the14

latent overlapped fingerprints database show that the proposed15

algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithm in terms of16

accuracy.17

Index Terms— Overlapped fingerprints, orientation field18

model, fingerprint separation, iterative correction.19

I. INTRODUCTION20

F INGERPRINTS have been used as tools for identity21

verification for more than one century due to its unique-22

ness and permanency. The automatic fingerprint identification23

systems (AFIS) have been widely deployed in various applica-24

tions, such as immigration control, computer login and airport25

security. However, matching of latent fingerprints, which are26

lifted from surfaces of objects that are inadvertently touched27

or handled by a person through a variety of means ranging28

from simply photographing the print to more complex dusting29

or chemical processing [1], is still a challenging problem due30

to the poor quality, small fingerprint area, large distortion and31

so on.32

Overlapped fingerprints, which are caused by touching loca-33

tions where residual fingerprints left, are frequently encoun-34

tered in latents. Such overlapped fingerprint images can hardly35

be processed by current fingerprint matchers, which assume36

that there is only a single fingerprint pattern in the effective37

region (see Fig. 1). To match the overlapped fingerprint, the38

latent examiners need to mark the features of each fingerprint.39
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Fig. 1. Latent overlapped fingerprint image and its features extracted by a
commercial fingerprint matcher, VeriFinger 6.7 SDK.

However, it is a tedious and difficult process to manually mark 40

features such as minutiae and orientation fields, especially in 41

the overlapped region. Thus an effective algorithm which can 42

separate the overlapped fingerprints automatically is necessary 43

in forensic applications. 44

Several overlapped fingerprints separation algorithms have 45

been proposed [2]–[6]. However, they are not yet fully auto- 46

matic, and different levels of human interventions are required. 47

Singh et al. [6] proposed the use of independent component 48

analysis (ICA) [7] to separate overlapped fingerprints, but 49

they provided neither algorithm details, nor a thorough exper- 50

iment. Zhao and Jain [5] proposed a model based separation 51

approach, which gives quite a noteworthy matching accuracy. 52

However, this method requires additional manual markups of 53

the orientation clues, which definitely increases the workload 54

of examiners. Chen et al. [2] and Shi et al. [3] proposed 55

the relaxation labeling [8] based separating algorithms, which 56

required only the manual markup of region masks for the 57

component fingerprints. Both of them shows an improvement 58

in terms of the matching accuracy of component finger- 59

prints compared to that of the overlapped prints. After that 60

Feng et al. [4] proposed an improved version of the relaxation 61

labeling based algorithm by combining the orientation field 62

in nonoverlapped regions and updating labels sequentially. 63

Their method shows a significant promotion in matching 64

accuracy compared to those in [2] and [3]. 65

The relaxation labeling based algorithms [2]–[4] typically 66

consist of four steps. First, the overlapped fingerprint 67

image is divided into background region, overlapped region, 68

nonoverlapped regions of the two component fingerprints. 69

Second, initial orientation field (OF) (one orientation in 70

the non-overlapped region and two orientations in the 71

overlapped region) is estimated using local Fourier analysis. 72
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

Third, the mixed orientations in the overlapped area are73

separated into two components, one for each component fin-74

gerprint, by using a relaxation labeling method. Finally, given75

the separated OFs, the two overlapped fingerprints are sepa-76

rated by filtering the overlapped fingerprint image with Gabor77

filters tuned to the OFs respectively. Among all these steps, the78

initial OF estimation and the mixed orientations separation are79

crucial to a separation algorithm. However, the local Fourier80

method is not accurate enough to estimate the orientations of81

the component fingerprints, which thus makes it a bottleneck82

in these separation algorithms. In the local Fourier transform83

method, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is calculated in the84

window of 64 × 64 pixels around an overlapped block. The85

two bright points (local maximum points) in the frequency86

spectrum correspond to the two orientations in an overlapped87

block. However, for poor quality latent overlapped image with88

unclear ridge structures, detecting two stable bright points89

with DFT may be difficult. The bright points detected may not90

correspond to the real ridge orientations due to noise, and it is91

possible that there is only one effective bright point is detected92

in overlapped blocks. The authors did not address the above93

problems in [2]–[4]. Besides, the window of 64 × 64 pixels is94

too coarse to detect the accurate variation of ridge orientations95

in a block. In addition, the relaxation labeling based separation96

algorithms have obvious drawbacks, they separate the mixed97

OFs based simply on the local ridge orientation consistency,98

and assume that the fingerprint ridge orientation fields are99

locally smooth, which is not always true for latent fingerprint100

images, especially for poor quality images. Therefore, the101

performance of the relaxation labeling based method degrades102

seriously on latent overlapped fingerprints data set. Another103

reason for the poor performance of these algorithms are104

that they do not take the global orientation constraints into105

consideration, thus the separated component OFs are not106

guaranteed to be plausible fingerprint ridge patterns.107

The objective of this paper is to develop an effective108

algorithm to separate latent overlapped fingerprints with the109

fewest human interventions. In this paper, we proposed an110

adaptive orientation model fitting based separation algorithm,111

in which totally different approaches are taken for the initial112

OFs estimation and the mixed orientations separation.113

To estimate the initial OFs, K Gabor filters corresponding 114

to K different orientations (0 ↔ π) are applied to filter the 115

image, and the orientations are obtained according to the filter 116

responses in blocks of 16 × 16 pixels. We set the orientation 117

as Null if the corresponding orientation is weak or there is 118

only one effective orientation in the overlapped blocks (there 119

is noise present or the two orientations are the same). The 120

orientations of Null blocks will be predicted by OF models in 121

the subsequent process. After obtaining all the orientations in 122

the overlapped image, we adjust the component orientations 123

in overlapped regions gradually from blocks adjacent to non- 124

overlapped regions to those far away. The initial OFs for the 125

two component fingerprints are obtained through this process. 126

For the OFs separation, we design an iterative correction 127

algorithm, in which the global orientation models are con- 128

structed according to the initial OFs, and then the component 129

orientations are updated according to the deviation between 130

the practical orientations and the orientation models. Next 131

the global orientation models are constructed again with the 132

updated OFs. The iteration stops when the termination condi- 133

tion is met. During the iterative process, an subspace mapping 134

technique, which consists of an off-line subspace learning 135

stage and on-line stage for subspace mapping, is used to 136

constrain the global orientation models to be fingerprint-like. 137

Finally, the separated OFs are smoothed using the global 138

orientation models. 139

The above approach is superior to the methods in [2]–[4] 140

for the following reasons. (i) Blocks of 16 ∗ 16 pixels are 141

finer than that of 64 ∗ 64 pixels, which allows finer estimation 142

of orientations. (ii) The orientations of overlapped blocks 143

with unclear ridges are set to Null, which reduce the error 144

probability of orientations estimation. (iii) Our algorithm does 145

not require that the fingerprint ridge OFs are locally smooth, 146

and it can predict the orientations for blocks of poor quality 147

based on other blocks of high reliability. (iv) Our algorithm 148

can guarantee that the separated OFs are ’legal’ fingerprint 149

patterns as the global constraints are taken. 150

The flowchart of the proposed overlapped fingerprints sep- 151

aration algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. The proposed algorithm 152

requires nothing additional inputs other than the manual 153

marked component masks. Experiments on latent overlapped 154
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fingerprints database show that our separation algorithm out-155

performs the state-of-the-art methods.156

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II157

estimates the initial orientation fields of a given overlapped158

fingerprint image. Section III introduces the orientation fields159

separation algorithm in detail. Section IV presents the exper-160

iments and analysis. Section V gives the conclusions.161

II. INITIAL ORIENTATION FIELDS ESTIMATION162

Given the overlapped fingerprint image, we first normalize163

this image to a constant mean and variance. Then we estimate164

its OFs following the steps below.165

1). Filter this image with K Gabor filters pixel by pixel.166

The even symmetric Gabor filter has the following general167

form in the spatial domain:168

G(x, y, f, θ) = e−0.5((x ′ 2/δ 2
x )+(y′ 2/δ 2

y )) cos(2π/ωx ′). (1)169

where x ′ = x sin θ + y cos θ , y ′ = x cos θ − y sin θ , 1/ω is the170

frequency of the sinusoidal plane wave along the direction θ ,171

and δx and δy are the space constants of the Gaussian envelope172

along the x and y axes respectively. Here the parameter θ for173

the K Gabor filters is set to K different orientations, which174

are uniformly distributed from 0 to π . We set ω to the average175

ridge distance, which is approximately 10 pixels in a 500 dpi176

fingerprint image [9].177

2). For each value of θk, (k = 1, . . . , K ), a filtered image178

Fθk (x, y) is generated, and each filtered image is segmented179

into nonoverlapped blocks of 16×16 pixels. Then the standard180

deviation dθk (i) for each block i = (ix , i y) is calculated as181

dθk (i) =
√

1

n

∑
x,y

(Fθk (x, y) − Fθk (x, y))2.182

Here, Fθk (x, y) is the mean of the pixel values of image183

Fθ (x, y) in block i , and n is the number of pixels in this block.184

In this way, for each block i , we construct a K -dimensional185

vector D(i) = {dθk (i)|k = 1, . . . , K }. And then D(i) is186

normalized to zero mean and unit variance.187

3). Given the normalized D(i) for each block i , it is188

obvious that local maximums in vector D(i), denoted as p(i),189

correspond to the dominant orientations in this block. For an190

overlapped fingerprint image, there is one dominant orientation191

in the nonoverlapped regions and two dominant orientations192

in the overlapped region. Let R1 and R2 denote the regions193

of the two component fingerprints respectively, RO denote the194

overlapped region, RN1 and RN2 denote the non-overlapped195

regions of the component fingerprints. We define θRN and θRO196

to denote the dominant orientations in non-overlapped and197

overlapped regions as follows:198

θRN (i) = {argθk
max{p(i)}},199

θRO (i) =
{ {argθk

max{p(i), argθk
sl} |p| ≥ 2 and sl ≥ thr

{argθk
max{p(i), Null} |p| ≤ 1 or sl < thr

(2)200

Here p(i) = {dθk (i)|dθk (i) > dθk−1(i) and dθk (i) >201

dθk+1(i), k = 1, . . . , K }, in which dθ0 = dθK and dθK+1 = dθ1 .202

And |p| denotes the number of elements in set p. sl represents203

Fig. 3. (a) Example overlapped fingerprint and (b) the sequence of OFs’
assignment, the brighter blocks are assigned values earlier than the darker
blocks. (c) The dominant orientations in R1 and R2 and (d) the initial OFs.

the second largest element in p, and it corresponds to the 204

second dominant orientation in block i . Note that when there 205

is only one local maximum in the overlapped block i , or the 206

second local maximum is less than a pre-set threshold thr , 207

we set the second orientation in this block as Null. 208

In later section of this paper, we tried to predict these Null 209

orientations using orientation models. 210

4). As we have got all the dominant orientations in step 3), 211

we attempt to define the two OFs primarily. Let G1 and 212

G2 denote the OFs of fingerprint #1 and #2 respectively. 213

In the nonoverlapped region, G1 and G2 are equal to θRN (i) 214

respectively. In the overlapped region, we assign values for 215

G1 and G2 sequentially in an ascending order of the distance 216

from the nonoverlapped region. To implement this idea, a 217

morphological operation, dilation, is applied. The sequence 218

of assignment for blocks is shown in Fig. 3(b). We assign one 219

of the orientations in θRO (i) to G1(i) if this orientation is 220

closer to the orientations in regions dilated by RN1 than those 221

of RN2, and vise versa. Here, we define the distance between 222

two orientations a and b as follows: 223

dist (a, b) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

|a − b| if |a − b| ≤ π/2

π − |a − b| otherwise.

0 if a = Null or b = Null.

224

G1 and G2 obtained here denote the initial OFs of finger- 225

print #1 and #2. Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the OFs before and 226

after adjustment, we can see from the figure that parts of the 227

orientations are refined through this process. 228

III. ORIENTATION FIELDS SEPARATION 229

The orientation fields are separated through an iterative 230

correction process, in which the orientation values of the two 231

fingerprints are adjusted in each iteration to fit the recon- 232

structed OF models. The OF models are constrained to be 233

fingerprint-like through a PCA technique. 234
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A. Orientation Field Models235

The fingerprint OF can be viewed as a function θ(x, y)236

of the location (x, y), where θ(x, y) ∈ [0, π) represents the237

dominant local ridge orientation at (x, y). A number of ori-238

entation models have been proposed in literature, such as the239

Zero-Pole model [10] and its variants [11]–[13], the trigono-240

metric polynomial based model (called FOMFE) [14], the241

Legendre polynomial models [15], etc. These models have242

been widely used for fingerprint image enhancement [16],243

fingerprint image reconstruction [17]–[19] and fingerprint244

matching [20].245

The Zero-Pole based models require prior knowledge of246

singular points, while the FOMFE and Legendre polynomial247

models (collectively called polynomial models) require only248

the orientation data. It is obvious that the Zero-Pole based249

models cannot be applied to the overlapped fingerprint prob-250

lems, as we do not provide any information of singular points251

in advance. In polynomial models, a set of basis functions252

are needed to represent the fingerprint OFs. Both the poly-253

nomial models compose orthogonal bases and are claimed to254

be effective in approximating fingerprint OFs without prior255

knowledge of singular points. However, as stated in [15],256

the FOMFE model contains many more parameters than the257

Legendre model for a particular order of polynomials. In the258

experiment section, we test both the polynomial models to fit259

and reconstruct the two fingerprint OFs respectively.260

The polynomial model approximate the two-dimensional261

function by using a linear combination of n basis functions.262

Let �(x) = [φ0(x), φ1(x), . . . , φn(x)] denotes the basis func-263

tions evaluated for a given coordinate x = (x, y), and the264

system matrix V for an image with m sample points can be265

defined as266

V =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

φ0(x1) φ1(x1) . . . φn(x1)
φ0(x2) φ1(x2) . . . φn(x2)

...
...

. . .
...

φ0(xm) φ1(xm) . . . φn(xm)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠.267

For details about how to construct the basis function for268

Legendre and FOMFE polynomial models, we refer to [14]269

and [15]. Let a = [a1, a2, . . . , an]T be the parameter vectors270

and f = [ f (x1), f (x2), . . . , f (xm)]T be the observed function271

values. Then the fitting of OF can be viewed as the minimiza-272

tion of the sum of squared residuals F as follows:273

F =
m∑

j=1

ω j [�(x j )a − f (x j )]2, (3)274

where ω j is the weight for sample point x j . Here we have two275

sets of observed function values, which are the orientation276

phase (cos 2θ, sin 2θ), denoted as (fx, fy). The double angle277

is a common practice in the fingerprint orientation represen-278

tation to avoid the difficult problem created by orientation279

discontinuity(π ↔ 0). Correspondingly we have two sets of280

parameter vectors a and b. To obtain these parameter vectors,281

we first roughly approximate the model’s parameters using282

a closed form solution, which can be represented as: 283

a = (VTWV)−1VTWfy 284

b = (VTWV)−1VTWfx, (4) 285

where W = diag(ω1, . . . , ωm) is the weighting matrix con- 286

taining the weights for every coordinate. And then reach the 287

accurate parameters through a non-linear refinement, in which 288

we optimize the energy function as follows: 289

min
a,b

m∑
j=1

ω j

(
sin(arctan

�
(
x j

)
a

�
(
x j

)
b

− 2O(x j ))

)2

. (5) 290

Given the estimated parameters â and b̂, the OF can be 291

reconstructed as 292

θ̂ (x j ) = 1

2
arctan

(∑n
i=0 âiφi (x j )∑n
i=0 b̂iφi (x j )

)
. (6) 293

B. Subspace Constraint for Orientation Field Model 294

The polynomial model can be used to fit and reconstruct the 295

fingerprint OFs. However, this global orientation model does 296

not ’know’ patterns of valid fingerprints, which means that 297

the OFs generated by this model do not necessarily represent 298

plausible fingerprint ridge patterns. In [21], S. Ram et al. 299

proposed to constrain the OF model to be fingerprint-like 300

through a subspace projection technique. 301

The approach in [21] consists of an off-line subspace 302

learning stage and an on-line stage for feature projection. 303

In the off-line stage, assume that we have s fingerprints, whose 304

OFs are calculated using the gradients method described 305

in [22]. Then s sets of parameters ci = [ai; bi ] can be 306

computed using Eq. (4). We can find a linear subspace where 307

realistic fingerprints ’reside’ through the PCA technique. Let c̄ 308

denote the mean of data ci , and S denote the covariance. Then 309

the eigenvectors e = [e1, e2, . . . , et ] and the corresponding 310

eigenvalues λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λt ] (sorted largest first) of S can 311

be computed. Let 	 be the space of all possible parameters and 312


 be the linear subspace spanned by the PCA. Then we can 313

project parameters from 	 to 
 using the linear projection ϕ: 314

di = ϕ(ci ) = eT(ci − c̄) 315

ci = ϕ−1(di ) = c̄i + edi . (7) 316

Here ci represents a point in the high dimensional space 	 317

and di the same point projected into the linear subspace 
 . 318

t represents the number of eigenvectors retained. In this paper, 319

we use the 2000 fingerprints in NIST4 f-prints database for 320

training the model. The selection of t will be discussed in 321

section IV. 322

Note that the training and testing process do not depend 323

on any registration or alignment of the fingerprint images. 324

As demonstrated in [21], the PCA constrained OF model 325

is able to fit fingerprint OFs with rotation and translation. 326

The training can be done fully automatic without any user 327

interaction. 328
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Fig. 4. The alteration of OFs for an overlapped fingerprint. The first column shows the overlapped fingerprints and its initial OFs. Columns 2–5 (from left
to right) correspond to the OFs in the 1st , 3th , 5th , 7th iterations, respectively. Column 6 is the OFs after smoothing. In each column, the image in the first
row is the first component fingerprint and the image in the second row is the second component fingerprint.

C. The Iterative Correction Process329

Given the system matrix V and the linear projection ϕ.330

We design the iterative correction process as follows.331

1). Get the initial OFs G1 and G2 for an overlapped332

fingerprint image according to steps in section II.333

2). Compute the OF model parameters [a1, b1] and [a2, b2]334

for two OFs G1 and G2 using the closed form solution.335

However, the objective function in Eq. (3) is not satisfactory336

for our application. In Eq. (3), the orientation values in337

background regions are ignored as ω j = 0 in the background338

regions, and �(x j )a are unknown and random in the back-339

ground regions. The randomness of �(x j )a does not affect340

the OF reconstructed in foreground regions, but will produce341

redundant OF structures in background, which will affect the342

subspace learning in the subsequent process. Here we modify343

the objective function in Eq. (3) as344

F =
m∑

j=1

[
�(x j )a − ω j n j f (x j )

]2
. (8)345

Here n j = 0 if f (x j ) = Null and n j = 1 otherwise. Thus,346

�(x j )a for points in background regions and Null orientations347

are forced to 0. The closed form solution for Eq. (8) is changed348

correspondingly as349

a = (VTV)−1VTWNfy350

b = (VTV)−1VTWNfx. (9)351

N is diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements are n = 0 for352

Null orientations and n = 1 otherwise. [a1, b1] and [a2, b2]353

can be calculated using the above equation, where (fx, fy)1 and354

(fx, fy)2 are orientation phases of G1 and G2 respectively.355

3). Project [a1, b1] and [a2, b2] to the linear subspace using356

the linear projection ϕ. Note that a and b can be recalculated357

by the inverse mapping c = [a, b] = ϕ−1(d) .358

4). Reconstruct two OFs R1 and R2 using Eq. (6). In this359

step, both the OFs we acquire have plausible fingerprint flow360

patterns.361

5). Update the orientations in the overlapped region. 362

We compare the real orientations and the orientations recon- 363

structed from models. Then adjust the orientation values 364

accordingly. This process can be described as 365

(G1(i), G2(i))k =
{

(G1(i), G2(i))k−1 if con = true

(G2(i), G1(i))k−1 otherwise.
(10) 366

here the decision condition con = dist (G1(i), R1(i)) + 367

dist (G2(i), R2(i)) ≤ dist (G2(i), R1(i)) + dist (G1(i), 368

R2(i)). k denotes the kth iteration. 369

6). If the updated OFs (G1, G2)k in the kth iteration are 370

the same to those in (k − 1)th’s, or the maximum number 371

of iterations is reached, then stop the iteration and output the 372

separated OFs (Gs1, Gs2) = (G1, G2)k . Otherwise, go back 373

to Step 2) and continue the iteration. 374

Fig. 4 shows the alteration of OFs during the iterative 375

correction process. We can see from the figure that OFs of 376

the component fingerprints are adjusted constantly to fit the 377

ridge flows. 378

Note that our subspace projection process is different from 379

that in [21]. In [21], the objective function is optimized to 380

reconstruct the OFs, and the PCA projection is done during 381

the optimization. However, our method does not optimize the 382

objective function during the iterative process to arrive the 383

accurate model parameters, and only closed form solutions 384

are used. We make such an adjustment for two reasons: 385

(i) Optimizing the objective function in each iterative process 386

is a heavy computational burden, and the time costed by the 387

algorithm will increase substantially. (ii) The reconstructed 388

OFs are used to compare and then adjust the initial OFs. Thus 389

it is unnecessary to derive the accurate OF models. Rough 390

models which can approximate the fingerprint ridge flow is 391

enough. 392

D. Orientation Field Smoothing 393

After the iteration process, we obtain two separated OFs 394

Gs1 and Gs2. However, it is still possible that there are 395
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Fig. 5. Overlapped fingerprint and its corresponding templates from Tsinghua
OLF databases.

some orientations which are wrongly separated, and there396

are some orientations whose values are Null. Therefore,397

we further smooth the two OFs using the polynomials models.398

As stated in [14] and [15], the polynomial models399

exhibit good performance in terms of OF correction and400

prediction.401

We take the model parameters [a1, b1] and [a2, b2], which402

have been computed in step 3) of the iteration process, as403

initial values, and optimize the following cost function:404

min
c

m∑
j=1

ω j n j
[
sin(θ̂(x j ) − O(x j ))

]2
, (11)405

here, θ̂ has the same definition as Eq. (6), and O(x j ) is the406

observed orientation values of OFs Gs1 and Gs2. Note that the407

above cost function is different from Eq. (8). That is because408

we intend to obtain a smooth OF model and predict those409

orientations for Null blocks.410

We use the Levenberg-Marquard (LM) algorithm [23] to411

optimize the cost function in Eq. (11) and get the accurate412

model parameters [a′
1, b

′
1] and [a′

2, b
′
2]. Then we reconstruct413

two OFs, denoted as Gr1 and Gr2, using Eq. (6). Gr1 and414

Gr2 are the smoothed OFs. An example of OFs before and415

after smoothing can be seen from Fig. 4.416

After all the above steps, the OFs for component fingerprints417

are obtained, and then we estimate the ridge frequency map of418

each component fingerprint using the method proposed in [24].419

Then Gabor filters are constructed according to the given OFs420

and ridge frequency maps. Finally, we obtain the two separated421

fingerprint images by filtering the overlapped image with the422

above Gabor filters respectively.423

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS424

A. Data Set and Test Protocol425

As stated in [4], the goal of separating overlapped finger-426

print images is to successfully match the separated fingerprint427

to the corresponding template fingerprint. To evaluate the428

performance of the proposed algorithm, we conduct matching429

experiments on the Tsinghua Overlapped Latent Fingerprint430

Database (Tsinghua OLF), which is the only publicly avail-431

able latent overlapped fingerprints database (available at432

http://ivg.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/). The Tsinghua OLF database433

consists of 100 latent overlapped fingerprints originated from434

twelve different fingers [4]. And for each of the twelve435

different fingers, one flat fingerprint is kept as template. Except436

for the overlapped fingerprints and templates, this data set437

Fig. 6. Eigenvalue spectrum of 2000 fingerprint vectors (NIST4 f-prints
database) for (a): 6th order Legendre model; (b): 8th order Legendre model;
(c): 12th order Legendre model; (d): 3th order FOMFE model; (e) 4th order
FOMFE model.

also contains masks for each component fingerprint of all the 438

overlapped fingerprints. The resolution of the images in this 439

database is 500 ppi. Fig. 5 shows exemplar overlapped finger- 440

print and its templates from the Tsinghua OLF database.

AQ:1

441

We use a commercial fingerprint matcher, VeriFinger 6.7 442

SDK [25], to match the separated fingerprints with the 443

corresponding template fingerprints. The Receiver Operating 444

Characteristic (ROC) curves and the Cumulative Match Char- 445

acteristic (CMC) curves are plotted to present the matching 446

performance. To plot the ROC curves, only genuine matches 447

are executed because the output scores of the VeriFinger 448

matcher are linked to the False Accept Rate (FAR). For 449

each database, 200 genuine matches are executed. To plot 450

the CMC curves, 2000 rolled fingerprints in the NIST SD4 451

database combined with the 12 template fingerprints in the 452

OLF database are used as the background database. 453
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Fig. 7. ROC curves and CMC curves on Tsinghua OLF database. (a) ROC for the proposed algorithm using Legendre model; (b) ROC for the proposed
algorithm using FOMFE model; (c) CMC for the proposed algorithm using Legendre model; (d) CMC for the proposed algorithm using FOMFE model.

TABLE I

PARAMETER VALUES

B. Algorithm Evaluation454

Two kinds of polynomial OF models with different orders455

are evaluated on the above data set. For different orders of456

polynomial models, different number of eigenvectors are pre-457

served during the PCA projection. The parameter t is chosen458

so that the model represents a sufficiently large proportion of459

the total variance. The eigenvalue spectrum of different models460

are demonstrated in Fig. 6, and we choose t accordingly. The461

test versions are as follows:462

• Legendre56: 6th order Legendre model, t = 20463

• Legendre90: 8th Legendre model, t = 30464

• Legendre182: 12th Legendre model, t = 70465

• FOMFE98: 3th FOMFE model, t = 40466

• FOMFE162: 4th FOMFE model, t = 60467

Fig. 8. ROC curves for different Initial Orientation Field Estimation
approaches.

Here 56, 90, 182, 98, 162 are the number of parameters in 468

the corresponding OF model. Except for parameters t , all the 469

above versions of algorithms use the same set of parameter 470

values (see Table I), which are selected by experience. 471

To verify the superiority of our algorithm, we compare 472

the matching results of our algorithm with those under other 473

three circumstances. First, the overlapped fingerprint images 474

are directly matched with the template fingerprints. Second, 475

the overlapped fingerprint images segmented using the two 476

region masks are matched with the template fingerprints. 477

Third, the overlapped fingerprint images are separated using 478

Feng’s algorithm in [4]. 479
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Fig. 9. Four overlapped fingerprints and their separating results by Feng’s algorithm and the proposed algorithm. Each row corresponds to one example
overlapped fingerprints. (a) Overlapped fingerprints image; (b) and (c) Separated fingerprints by Feng’s algorithm; (d) and (e) Separated fingerprints by the
proposed algorithm (Legendre90). The genuine match score of each component fingerprint is shown on the image.

The ROC and CMC curves for the five test versions on480

the Tsinghua OLF database are given in Fig. 7. From these481

figures, we observed that:482

1) The proposed algorithm outperforms the rest three meth-483

ods on the Tsinghua OLF data set in terms of ROC.484

2) The algorithms using Legendre polynomial models per-485

form a little better than the algorithms using FOMFE486

models.487

3) The order of the orientation model also impacts the488

matching performance.489

Except for the Legendre182 and FOMFE98 versions, all the490

rest test versions of algorithms outperform Feng’s algorithm491

in terms of both ROC and CMC. Fig. 9 shows the separated492

fingerprints for four latent overlapped fingerprints images via493

the proposed alogrithm (Legendre90) and Feng’s algorithm.494

The genuine match score (computed by VeriFinger SDK 6.7)495

between the separated component fingerprint and the mated496

template fingerprint is also shown on each component image.497

We can observe that the proposed method provides a better498

separation result.499

To support the viewpoint that the proposed initial OF500

estimation method is more accurate than the local DFT method501

used in [4], we design an experiment in which we use502

Feng’s local DFT method to estimate the initial OF, and503

then separate the OFs with the proposed iterative correction 504

method. The matching result of this experiment is shown in 505

Fig. 8. For comparison, the matching results of the following 506

three circumstances are also shown: The proposed approach 507

(Legendre90) with i) K = 16 and ii) K = 12. iii) The state 508

of the art algorithm [4] (local DFT for initial OF estimation 509

and relaxation labeling for OF separation). From Fig. 8, 510

we can obtain the following conclusions: 511

1) The proposed initial OF estimation method outperforms 512

the local DFT method. 513

2) The proposed iterative correction method performs 514

better than the relaxation labeling method used 515

in [4]. 516

In [4], the authors also proposed a modified version of 517

algorithm in case that the two component fingerprints in an 518

overlapped image are from the same finger, and the spatial 519

transformation between the two component fingerprints is 520

known. Fig. 10 shows two overlapped fingerprint images from 521

the same finger. And the separating results via the modified 522

algorithm in [4] and our proposed algorithm (Legendre90) are 523

also shown. From this figure, we can see that the modified 524

algorithm in [4] does not provide a better separation result 525

than the proposed algorithm. Note that the proposed algorithm 526

does not require any prior knowledge. 527
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Fig. 10. Results of separating two overlapped fingerprints, of which the two component fingerprints are from the same finger. (a) Overlapped fingerprints
image; (b) and (c) are separated fingerprints by Feng’s algorithm; (d) and (e) are separated fingerprints by the proposed algorithm (Legendre90). The genuine
match score of each component fingerprint is shown on the image.

The order of the orientation model also impact the relative528

performance of the proposed algorithm. From Fig. 7, we can529

see that the Legendre model with order 8 and the FOMFE530

model with order 4 give better matching performance than531

other versions. Actually, if the orientation model contains too532

few number of parameters, it is incapable to model various533

ridge patterns of fingerprints. If the orientation model contains534

too many parameters, Eq. (8) will become an underdetermined535

system of equation (the number of parameters exceeds the536

number of equations), and Eq. (9) will no longer be valid.537

For a particular order of polynomial, the number of para-538

meters for Legendre model is much less than that for FOMFE539

model (see [15, Table I]). Take the polynomial of order 8 as an540

example, where the Legendre model contains 90 parameters,541

while the FOMFE model contains 578 parameters, which542

will lead the underdetermined of Eq. (8). Thus the Legendre543

polynomials allow a finer graduation for a certain number of544

parameters in comparison to the FOMFE polynomials.545

The proposed algorithm involves two iteration processes,546

one for the OF separation, and another for the LM optimiza-547

tion. The time required by these processes depends on the548

size of the fingerprint images and the order of the orientation549

models. According to our experiment results, for images in550

the Tsinghua OLF database (687 × 602 pixels), the average551

time costed by the proposed algorithm (Legendre90), which552

is implemented in MATLAB, is about 40 seconds on a PC with553

3.19 GHz CPU. It is not as fast as that in [4] (10 seconds),554

but is much faster than that in [2] (2 minutes).555

V. CONCLUSION556

Overlapped fingerprints are frequently encountered at crime557

scenes. The identification of such overlapped fingerprints is558

difficult for state-of-the-art AFIS. A few algorithms have been559

proposed to separate the overlapped fingerprints. However,560

some of them require too many human interventions, and561

others provide poor performance. In this paper, we proposed562

a novel separation algorithm for latent overlapped fingerprints563

based on adaptive orientation model fitting. The proposed 564

algorithm requires nothing additional input other than the 565

region masks. The algorithm estimates the initial orientation 566

fields in an elaborate approach and separates the two ori- 567

entation fields through an iterative correction process, dur- 568

ing which the objective function is modified to reduce the 569

impact of redundant structures. The separated OFs are further 570

smoothed via OF models. We test two kinds of polynomial 571

OF models with different orders on the Tsinghua OLF data- 572

base, which is the only publicly available latent overlapped 573

fingerprint data set currently. Experimental results demonstrate 574

that the proposed algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art 575

method in terms of accuracy. 576

However, there are still deficiencies in our algorithm. The 577

PCA subspace projection is not strong enough to keep the 578

orientation models to be fingerprint-like, which leads to that 579

some of the separating results not having valid fingerprint flow 580

patterns. For future work, we plan to study other learning 581

methods to construct effective fingerprint orientation models 582

and improve the accuracy of the separating algorithms. The 583

current algorithm cannot deal with latent images with more 584

than two overlapped fingerprints, which is also an interesting 585

research direction. 586

There is only one publicly available latent overlapped fin- 587

gerprints data set currently. This data set contains 100 latent 588

overlapped fingerprints originated from twelve different fin- 589

gers. For our study, this data set is not complete enough to 590

test the separating algorithm comprehensively. Besides, images 591

in this data set are of relatively good quality and no structured 592

noise is presented, which is impractical in reality. In our future 593

work, we will collect other latent overlapped fingerprints and 594

construct a more practical data set. 595

Last but not the least, the proposed algorithm is not yet 596

fully automatic. The region masks of the two component 597

fingerprints must be marked manually. Therefore, an algorithm 598

that can automatically segment two component fingerprints is 599

also desirable in practice. 600
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Adaptive Orientation Model Fitting for Latent
Overlapped Fingerprints Separation
Ning Zhang, Yali Zang, Xin Yang, Xiaofei Jia, and Jie Tian, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— Overlapped fingerprints are commonly encountered1

in latent fingerprints lifted from crime scenes. Such overlapped2

fingerprints can hardly be processed by state-of-the-art finger-3

print matchers. Several methods have been proposed to separate4

the overlapped fingerprints. However, these methods neither5

provide robust separation results, nor could be generalized6

for most overlapped fingerprints. In this paper, we propose a7

novel latent overlapped fingerprints separation algorithm based8

on adaptive orientation model fitting. Different from existing9

methods, our algorithm estimates the initial orientation fields in10

a more accurate way and then separates the orientation fields for11

component fingerprints through an iterative correction process.12

Global orientation field models are used to predict and correct the13

orientations in overlapped regions. Experimental results on the14

latent overlapped fingerprints database show that the proposed15

algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithm in terms of16

accuracy.17

Index Terms— Overlapped fingerprints, orientation field18

model, fingerprint separation, iterative correction.19

I. INTRODUCTION20

F INGERPRINTS have been used as tools for identity21

verification for more than one century due to its unique-22

ness and permanency. The automatic fingerprint identification23

systems (AFIS) have been widely deployed in various applica-24

tions, such as immigration control, computer login and airport25

security. However, matching of latent fingerprints, which are26

lifted from surfaces of objects that are inadvertently touched27

or handled by a person through a variety of means ranging28

from simply photographing the print to more complex dusting29

or chemical processing [1], is still a challenging problem due30

to the poor quality, small fingerprint area, large distortion and31

so on.32

Overlapped fingerprints, which are caused by touching loca-33

tions where residual fingerprints left, are frequently encoun-34

tered in latents. Such overlapped fingerprint images can hardly35

be processed by current fingerprint matchers, which assume36

that there is only a single fingerprint pattern in the effective37

region (see Fig. 1). To match the overlapped fingerprint, the38

latent examiners need to mark the features of each fingerprint.39

Manuscript received March 24, 2014; revised May 26, 2014; accepted
July 5, 2014. Date of publication July 17, 2014. The associate editor
coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication
was Prof. Sviatoslav S. Voloshynovskiy.

The authors are with the Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy
of Sciences, Beijing 100190, China (e-mail: zhangning@fingerpass.net.cn;
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tian@ieee.org).
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Fig. 1. Latent overlapped fingerprint image and its features extracted by a
commercial fingerprint matcher, VeriFinger 6.7 SDK.

However, it is a tedious and difficult process to manually mark 40

features such as minutiae and orientation fields, especially in 41

the overlapped region. Thus an effective algorithm which can 42

separate the overlapped fingerprints automatically is necessary 43

in forensic applications. 44

Several overlapped fingerprints separation algorithms have 45

been proposed [2]–[6]. However, they are not yet fully auto- 46

matic, and different levels of human interventions are required. 47

Singh et al. [6] proposed the use of independent component 48

analysis (ICA) [7] to separate overlapped fingerprints, but 49

they provided neither algorithm details, nor a thorough exper- 50

iment. Zhao and Jain [5] proposed a model based separation 51

approach, which gives quite a noteworthy matching accuracy. 52

However, this method requires additional manual markups of 53

the orientation clues, which definitely increases the workload 54

of examiners. Chen et al. [2] and Shi et al. [3] proposed 55

the relaxation labeling [8] based separating algorithms, which 56

required only the manual markup of region masks for the 57

component fingerprints. Both of them shows an improvement 58

in terms of the matching accuracy of component finger- 59

prints compared to that of the overlapped prints. After that 60

Feng et al. [4] proposed an improved version of the relaxation 61

labeling based algorithm by combining the orientation field 62

in nonoverlapped regions and updating labels sequentially. 63

Their method shows a significant promotion in matching 64

accuracy compared to those in [2] and [3]. 65

The relaxation labeling based algorithms [2]–[4] typically 66

consist of four steps. First, the overlapped fingerprint 67

image is divided into background region, overlapped region, 68

nonoverlapped regions of the two component fingerprints. 69

Second, initial orientation field (OF) (one orientation in 70

the non-overlapped region and two orientations in the 71

overlapped region) is estimated using local Fourier analysis. 72

1556-6013 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

Third, the mixed orientations in the overlapped area are73

separated into two components, one for each component fin-74

gerprint, by using a relaxation labeling method. Finally, given75

the separated OFs, the two overlapped fingerprints are sepa-76

rated by filtering the overlapped fingerprint image with Gabor77

filters tuned to the OFs respectively. Among all these steps, the78

initial OF estimation and the mixed orientations separation are79

crucial to a separation algorithm. However, the local Fourier80

method is not accurate enough to estimate the orientations of81

the component fingerprints, which thus makes it a bottleneck82

in these separation algorithms. In the local Fourier transform83

method, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is calculated in the84

window of 64 × 64 pixels around an overlapped block. The85

two bright points (local maximum points) in the frequency86

spectrum correspond to the two orientations in an overlapped87

block. However, for poor quality latent overlapped image with88

unclear ridge structures, detecting two stable bright points89

with DFT may be difficult. The bright points detected may not90

correspond to the real ridge orientations due to noise, and it is91

possible that there is only one effective bright point is detected92

in overlapped blocks. The authors did not address the above93

problems in [2]–[4]. Besides, the window of 64 × 64 pixels is94

too coarse to detect the accurate variation of ridge orientations95

in a block. In addition, the relaxation labeling based separation96

algorithms have obvious drawbacks, they separate the mixed97

OFs based simply on the local ridge orientation consistency,98

and assume that the fingerprint ridge orientation fields are99

locally smooth, which is not always true for latent fingerprint100

images, especially for poor quality images. Therefore, the101

performance of the relaxation labeling based method degrades102

seriously on latent overlapped fingerprints data set. Another103

reason for the poor performance of these algorithms are104

that they do not take the global orientation constraints into105

consideration, thus the separated component OFs are not106

guaranteed to be plausible fingerprint ridge patterns.107

The objective of this paper is to develop an effective108

algorithm to separate latent overlapped fingerprints with the109

fewest human interventions. In this paper, we proposed an110

adaptive orientation model fitting based separation algorithm,111

in which totally different approaches are taken for the initial112

OFs estimation and the mixed orientations separation.113

To estimate the initial OFs, K Gabor filters corresponding 114

to K different orientations (0 ↔ π) are applied to filter the 115

image, and the orientations are obtained according to the filter 116

responses in blocks of 16 × 16 pixels. We set the orientation 117

as Null if the corresponding orientation is weak or there is 118

only one effective orientation in the overlapped blocks (there 119

is noise present or the two orientations are the same). The 120

orientations of Null blocks will be predicted by OF models in 121

the subsequent process. After obtaining all the orientations in 122

the overlapped image, we adjust the component orientations 123

in overlapped regions gradually from blocks adjacent to non- 124

overlapped regions to those far away. The initial OFs for the 125

two component fingerprints are obtained through this process. 126

For the OFs separation, we design an iterative correction 127

algorithm, in which the global orientation models are con- 128

structed according to the initial OFs, and then the component 129

orientations are updated according to the deviation between 130

the practical orientations and the orientation models. Next 131

the global orientation models are constructed again with the 132

updated OFs. The iteration stops when the termination condi- 133

tion is met. During the iterative process, an subspace mapping 134

technique, which consists of an off-line subspace learning 135

stage and on-line stage for subspace mapping, is used to 136

constrain the global orientation models to be fingerprint-like. 137

Finally, the separated OFs are smoothed using the global 138

orientation models. 139

The above approach is superior to the methods in [2]–[4] 140

for the following reasons. (i) Blocks of 16 ∗ 16 pixels are 141

finer than that of 64 ∗ 64 pixels, which allows finer estimation 142

of orientations. (ii) The orientations of overlapped blocks 143

with unclear ridges are set to Null, which reduce the error 144

probability of orientations estimation. (iii) Our algorithm does 145

not require that the fingerprint ridge OFs are locally smooth, 146

and it can predict the orientations for blocks of poor quality 147

based on other blocks of high reliability. (iv) Our algorithm 148

can guarantee that the separated OFs are ’legal’ fingerprint 149

patterns as the global constraints are taken. 150

The flowchart of the proposed overlapped fingerprints sep- 151

aration algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. The proposed algorithm 152

requires nothing additional inputs other than the manual 153

marked component masks. Experiments on latent overlapped 154
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fingerprints database show that our separation algorithm out-155

performs the state-of-the-art methods.156

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II157

estimates the initial orientation fields of a given overlapped158

fingerprint image. Section III introduces the orientation fields159

separation algorithm in detail. Section IV presents the exper-160

iments and analysis. Section V gives the conclusions.161

II. INITIAL ORIENTATION FIELDS ESTIMATION162

Given the overlapped fingerprint image, we first normalize163

this image to a constant mean and variance. Then we estimate164

its OFs following the steps below.165

1). Filter this image with K Gabor filters pixel by pixel.166

The even symmetric Gabor filter has the following general167

form in the spatial domain:168

G(x, y, f, θ) = e−0.5((x ′ 2/δ 2
x )+(y′ 2/δ 2

y )) cos(2π/ωx ′). (1)169

where x ′ = x sin θ + y cos θ , y ′ = x cos θ − y sin θ , 1/ω is the170

frequency of the sinusoidal plane wave along the direction θ ,171

and δx and δy are the space constants of the Gaussian envelope172

along the x and y axes respectively. Here the parameter θ for173

the K Gabor filters is set to K different orientations, which174

are uniformly distributed from 0 to π . We set ω to the average175

ridge distance, which is approximately 10 pixels in a 500 dpi176

fingerprint image [9].177

2). For each value of θk, (k = 1, . . . , K ), a filtered image178

Fθk (x, y) is generated, and each filtered image is segmented179

into nonoverlapped blocks of 16×16 pixels. Then the standard180

deviation dθk (i) for each block i = (ix , i y) is calculated as181

dθk (i) =
√

1

n

∑
x,y

(Fθk (x, y) − Fθk (x, y))2.182

Here, Fθk (x, y) is the mean of the pixel values of image183

Fθ (x, y) in block i , and n is the number of pixels in this block.184

In this way, for each block i , we construct a K -dimensional185

vector D(i) = {dθk (i)|k = 1, . . . , K }. And then D(i) is186

normalized to zero mean and unit variance.187

3). Given the normalized D(i) for each block i , it is188

obvious that local maximums in vector D(i), denoted as p(i),189

correspond to the dominant orientations in this block. For an190

overlapped fingerprint image, there is one dominant orientation191

in the nonoverlapped regions and two dominant orientations192

in the overlapped region. Let R1 and R2 denote the regions193

of the two component fingerprints respectively, RO denote the194

overlapped region, RN1 and RN2 denote the non-overlapped195

regions of the component fingerprints. We define θRN and θRO196

to denote the dominant orientations in non-overlapped and197

overlapped regions as follows:198

θRN (i) = {argθk
max{p(i)}},199

θRO (i) =
{ {argθk

max{p(i), argθk
sl} |p| ≥ 2 and sl ≥ thr

{argθk
max{p(i), Null} |p| ≤ 1 or sl < thr

(2)200

Here p(i) = {dθk (i)|dθk (i) > dθk−1(i) and dθk (i) >201

dθk+1(i), k = 1, . . . , K }, in which dθ0 = dθK and dθK+1 = dθ1 .202

And |p| denotes the number of elements in set p. sl represents203

Fig. 3. (a) Example overlapped fingerprint and (b) the sequence of OFs’
assignment, the brighter blocks are assigned values earlier than the darker
blocks. (c) The dominant orientations in R1 and R2 and (d) the initial OFs.

the second largest element in p, and it corresponds to the 204

second dominant orientation in block i . Note that when there 205

is only one local maximum in the overlapped block i , or the 206

second local maximum is less than a pre-set threshold thr , 207

we set the second orientation in this block as Null. 208

In later section of this paper, we tried to predict these Null 209

orientations using orientation models. 210

4). As we have got all the dominant orientations in step 3), 211

we attempt to define the two OFs primarily. Let G1 and 212

G2 denote the OFs of fingerprint #1 and #2 respectively. 213

In the nonoverlapped region, G1 and G2 are equal to θRN (i) 214

respectively. In the overlapped region, we assign values for 215

G1 and G2 sequentially in an ascending order of the distance 216

from the nonoverlapped region. To implement this idea, a 217

morphological operation, dilation, is applied. The sequence 218

of assignment for blocks is shown in Fig. 3(b). We assign one 219

of the orientations in θRO (i) to G1(i) if this orientation is 220

closer to the orientations in regions dilated by RN1 than those 221

of RN2, and vise versa. Here, we define the distance between 222

two orientations a and b as follows: 223

dist (a, b) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

|a − b| if |a − b| ≤ π/2

π − |a − b| otherwise.

0 if a = Null or b = Null.

224

G1 and G2 obtained here denote the initial OFs of finger- 225

print #1 and #2. Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the OFs before and 226

after adjustment, we can see from the figure that parts of the 227

orientations are refined through this process. 228

III. ORIENTATION FIELDS SEPARATION 229

The orientation fields are separated through an iterative 230

correction process, in which the orientation values of the two 231

fingerprints are adjusted in each iteration to fit the recon- 232

structed OF models. The OF models are constrained to be 233

fingerprint-like through a PCA technique. 234
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A. Orientation Field Models235

The fingerprint OF can be viewed as a function θ(x, y)236

of the location (x, y), where θ(x, y) ∈ [0, π) represents the237

dominant local ridge orientation at (x, y). A number of ori-238

entation models have been proposed in literature, such as the239

Zero-Pole model [10] and its variants [11]–[13], the trigono-240

metric polynomial based model (called FOMFE) [14], the241

Legendre polynomial models [15], etc. These models have242

been widely used for fingerprint image enhancement [16],243

fingerprint image reconstruction [17]–[19] and fingerprint244

matching [20].245

The Zero-Pole based models require prior knowledge of246

singular points, while the FOMFE and Legendre polynomial247

models (collectively called polynomial models) require only248

the orientation data. It is obvious that the Zero-Pole based249

models cannot be applied to the overlapped fingerprint prob-250

lems, as we do not provide any information of singular points251

in advance. In polynomial models, a set of basis functions252

are needed to represent the fingerprint OFs. Both the poly-253

nomial models compose orthogonal bases and are claimed to254

be effective in approximating fingerprint OFs without prior255

knowledge of singular points. However, as stated in [15],256

the FOMFE model contains many more parameters than the257

Legendre model for a particular order of polynomials. In the258

experiment section, we test both the polynomial models to fit259

and reconstruct the two fingerprint OFs respectively.260

The polynomial model approximate the two-dimensional261

function by using a linear combination of n basis functions.262

Let �(x) = [φ0(x), φ1(x), . . . , φn(x)] denotes the basis func-263

tions evaluated for a given coordinate x = (x, y), and the264

system matrix V for an image with m sample points can be265

defined as266

V =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

φ0(x1) φ1(x1) . . . φn(x1)
φ0(x2) φ1(x2) . . . φn(x2)

...
...

. . .
...

φ0(xm) φ1(xm) . . . φn(xm)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠.267

For details about how to construct the basis function for268

Legendre and FOMFE polynomial models, we refer to [14]269

and [15]. Let a = [a1, a2, . . . , an]T be the parameter vectors270

and f = [ f (x1), f (x2), . . . , f (xm)]T be the observed function271

values. Then the fitting of OF can be viewed as the minimiza-272

tion of the sum of squared residuals F as follows:273

F =
m∑

j=1

ω j [�(x j )a − f (x j )]2, (3)274

where ω j is the weight for sample point x j . Here we have two275

sets of observed function values, which are the orientation276

phase (cos 2θ, sin 2θ), denoted as (fx, fy). The double angle277

is a common practice in the fingerprint orientation represen-278

tation to avoid the difficult problem created by orientation279

discontinuity(π ↔ 0). Correspondingly we have two sets of280

parameter vectors a and b. To obtain these parameter vectors,281

we first roughly approximate the model’s parameters using282

a closed form solution, which can be represented as: 283

a = (VTWV)−1VTWfy 284

b = (VTWV)−1VTWfx, (4) 285

where W = diag(ω1, . . . , ωm) is the weighting matrix con- 286

taining the weights for every coordinate. And then reach the 287

accurate parameters through a non-linear refinement, in which 288

we optimize the energy function as follows: 289

min
a,b

m∑
j=1

ω j

(
sin(arctan

�
(
x j

)
a

�
(
x j

)
b

− 2O(x j ))

)2

. (5) 290

Given the estimated parameters â and b̂, the OF can be 291

reconstructed as 292

θ̂ (x j ) = 1

2
arctan

(∑n
i=0 âiφi (x j )∑n
i=0 b̂iφi (x j )

)
. (6) 293

B. Subspace Constraint for Orientation Field Model 294

The polynomial model can be used to fit and reconstruct the 295

fingerprint OFs. However, this global orientation model does 296

not ’know’ patterns of valid fingerprints, which means that 297

the OFs generated by this model do not necessarily represent 298

plausible fingerprint ridge patterns. In [21], S. Ram et al. 299

proposed to constrain the OF model to be fingerprint-like 300

through a subspace projection technique. 301

The approach in [21] consists of an off-line subspace 302

learning stage and an on-line stage for feature projection. 303

In the off-line stage, assume that we have s fingerprints, whose 304

OFs are calculated using the gradients method described 305

in [22]. Then s sets of parameters ci = [ai; bi ] can be 306

computed using Eq. (4). We can find a linear subspace where 307

realistic fingerprints ’reside’ through the PCA technique. Let c̄ 308

denote the mean of data ci , and S denote the covariance. Then 309

the eigenvectors e = [e1, e2, . . . , et ] and the corresponding 310

eigenvalues λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λt ] (sorted largest first) of S can 311

be computed. Let 	 be the space of all possible parameters and 312


 be the linear subspace spanned by the PCA. Then we can 313

project parameters from 	 to 
 using the linear projection ϕ: 314

di = ϕ(ci ) = eT(ci − c̄) 315

ci = ϕ−1(di ) = c̄i + edi . (7) 316

Here ci represents a point in the high dimensional space 	 317

and di the same point projected into the linear subspace 
 . 318

t represents the number of eigenvectors retained. In this paper, 319

we use the 2000 fingerprints in NIST4 f-prints database for 320

training the model. The selection of t will be discussed in 321

section IV. 322

Note that the training and testing process do not depend 323

on any registration or alignment of the fingerprint images. 324

As demonstrated in [21], the PCA constrained OF model 325

is able to fit fingerprint OFs with rotation and translation. 326

The training can be done fully automatic without any user 327

interaction. 328
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Fig. 4. The alteration of OFs for an overlapped fingerprint. The first column shows the overlapped fingerprints and its initial OFs. Columns 2–5 (from left
to right) correspond to the OFs in the 1st , 3th , 5th , 7th iterations, respectively. Column 6 is the OFs after smoothing. In each column, the image in the first
row is the first component fingerprint and the image in the second row is the second component fingerprint.

C. The Iterative Correction Process329

Given the system matrix V and the linear projection ϕ.330

We design the iterative correction process as follows.331

1). Get the initial OFs G1 and G2 for an overlapped332

fingerprint image according to steps in section II.333

2). Compute the OF model parameters [a1, b1] and [a2, b2]334

for two OFs G1 and G2 using the closed form solution.335

However, the objective function in Eq. (3) is not satisfactory336

for our application. In Eq. (3), the orientation values in337

background regions are ignored as ω j = 0 in the background338

regions, and �(x j )a are unknown and random in the back-339

ground regions. The randomness of �(x j )a does not affect340

the OF reconstructed in foreground regions, but will produce341

redundant OF structures in background, which will affect the342

subspace learning in the subsequent process. Here we modify343

the objective function in Eq. (3) as344

F =
m∑

j=1

[
�(x j )a − ω j n j f (x j )

]2
. (8)345

Here n j = 0 if f (x j ) = Null and n j = 1 otherwise. Thus,346

�(x j )a for points in background regions and Null orientations347

are forced to 0. The closed form solution for Eq. (8) is changed348

correspondingly as349

a = (VTV)−1VTWNfy350

b = (VTV)−1VTWNfx. (9)351

N is diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements are n = 0 for352

Null orientations and n = 1 otherwise. [a1, b1] and [a2, b2]353

can be calculated using the above equation, where (fx, fy)1 and354

(fx, fy)2 are orientation phases of G1 and G2 respectively.355

3). Project [a1, b1] and [a2, b2] to the linear subspace using356

the linear projection ϕ. Note that a and b can be recalculated357

by the inverse mapping c = [a, b] = ϕ−1(d) .358

4). Reconstruct two OFs R1 and R2 using Eq. (6). In this359

step, both the OFs we acquire have plausible fingerprint flow360

patterns.361

5). Update the orientations in the overlapped region. 362

We compare the real orientations and the orientations recon- 363

structed from models. Then adjust the orientation values 364

accordingly. This process can be described as 365

(G1(i), G2(i))k =
{

(G1(i), G2(i))k−1 if con = true

(G2(i), G1(i))k−1 otherwise.
(10) 366

here the decision condition con = dist (G1(i), R1(i)) + 367

dist (G2(i), R2(i)) ≤ dist (G2(i), R1(i)) + dist (G1(i), 368

R2(i)). k denotes the kth iteration. 369

6). If the updated OFs (G1, G2)k in the kth iteration are 370

the same to those in (k − 1)th’s, or the maximum number 371

of iterations is reached, then stop the iteration and output the 372

separated OFs (Gs1, Gs2) = (G1, G2)k . Otherwise, go back 373

to Step 2) and continue the iteration. 374

Fig. 4 shows the alteration of OFs during the iterative 375

correction process. We can see from the figure that OFs of 376

the component fingerprints are adjusted constantly to fit the 377

ridge flows. 378

Note that our subspace projection process is different from 379

that in [21]. In [21], the objective function is optimized to 380

reconstruct the OFs, and the PCA projection is done during 381

the optimization. However, our method does not optimize the 382

objective function during the iterative process to arrive the 383

accurate model parameters, and only closed form solutions 384

are used. We make such an adjustment for two reasons: 385

(i) Optimizing the objective function in each iterative process 386

is a heavy computational burden, and the time costed by the 387

algorithm will increase substantially. (ii) The reconstructed 388

OFs are used to compare and then adjust the initial OFs. Thus 389

it is unnecessary to derive the accurate OF models. Rough 390

models which can approximate the fingerprint ridge flow is 391

enough. 392

D. Orientation Field Smoothing 393

After the iteration process, we obtain two separated OFs 394

Gs1 and Gs2. However, it is still possible that there are 395
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Fig. 5. Overlapped fingerprint and its corresponding templates from Tsinghua
OLF databases.

some orientations which are wrongly separated, and there396

are some orientations whose values are Null. Therefore,397

we further smooth the two OFs using the polynomials models.398

As stated in [14] and [15], the polynomial models399

exhibit good performance in terms of OF correction and400

prediction.401

We take the model parameters [a1, b1] and [a2, b2], which402

have been computed in step 3) of the iteration process, as403

initial values, and optimize the following cost function:404

min
c

m∑
j=1

ω j n j
[
sin(θ̂(x j ) − O(x j ))

]2
, (11)405

here, θ̂ has the same definition as Eq. (6), and O(x j ) is the406

observed orientation values of OFs Gs1 and Gs2. Note that the407

above cost function is different from Eq. (8). That is because408

we intend to obtain a smooth OF model and predict those409

orientations for Null blocks.410

We use the Levenberg-Marquard (LM) algorithm [23] to411

optimize the cost function in Eq. (11) and get the accurate412

model parameters [a′
1, b

′
1] and [a′

2, b
′
2]. Then we reconstruct413

two OFs, denoted as Gr1 and Gr2, using Eq. (6). Gr1 and414

Gr2 are the smoothed OFs. An example of OFs before and415

after smoothing can be seen from Fig. 4.416

After all the above steps, the OFs for component fingerprints417

are obtained, and then we estimate the ridge frequency map of418

each component fingerprint using the method proposed in [24].419

Then Gabor filters are constructed according to the given OFs420

and ridge frequency maps. Finally, we obtain the two separated421

fingerprint images by filtering the overlapped image with the422

above Gabor filters respectively.423

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS424

A. Data Set and Test Protocol425

As stated in [4], the goal of separating overlapped finger-426

print images is to successfully match the separated fingerprint427

to the corresponding template fingerprint. To evaluate the428

performance of the proposed algorithm, we conduct matching429

experiments on the Tsinghua Overlapped Latent Fingerprint430

Database (Tsinghua OLF), which is the only publicly avail-431

able latent overlapped fingerprints database (available at432

http://ivg.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/). The Tsinghua OLF database433

consists of 100 latent overlapped fingerprints originated from434

twelve different fingers [4]. And for each of the twelve435

different fingers, one flat fingerprint is kept as template. Except436

for the overlapped fingerprints and templates, this data set437

Fig. 6. Eigenvalue spectrum of 2000 fingerprint vectors (NIST4 f-prints
database) for (a): 6th order Legendre model; (b): 8th order Legendre model;
(c): 12th order Legendre model; (d): 3th order FOMFE model; (e) 4th order
FOMFE model.

also contains masks for each component fingerprint of all the 438

overlapped fingerprints. The resolution of the images in this 439

database is 500 ppi. Fig. 5 shows exemplar overlapped finger- 440

print and its templates from the Tsinghua OLF database.

AQ:1

441

We use a commercial fingerprint matcher, VeriFinger 6.7 442

SDK [25], to match the separated fingerprints with the 443

corresponding template fingerprints. The Receiver Operating 444

Characteristic (ROC) curves and the Cumulative Match Char- 445

acteristic (CMC) curves are plotted to present the matching 446

performance. To plot the ROC curves, only genuine matches 447

are executed because the output scores of the VeriFinger 448

matcher are linked to the False Accept Rate (FAR). For 449

each database, 200 genuine matches are executed. To plot 450

the CMC curves, 2000 rolled fingerprints in the NIST SD4 451

database combined with the 12 template fingerprints in the 452

OLF database are used as the background database. 453
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Fig. 7. ROC curves and CMC curves on Tsinghua OLF database. (a) ROC for the proposed algorithm using Legendre model; (b) ROC for the proposed
algorithm using FOMFE model; (c) CMC for the proposed algorithm using Legendre model; (d) CMC for the proposed algorithm using FOMFE model.

TABLE I

PARAMETER VALUES

B. Algorithm Evaluation454

Two kinds of polynomial OF models with different orders455

are evaluated on the above data set. For different orders of456

polynomial models, different number of eigenvectors are pre-457

served during the PCA projection. The parameter t is chosen458

so that the model represents a sufficiently large proportion of459

the total variance. The eigenvalue spectrum of different models460

are demonstrated in Fig. 6, and we choose t accordingly. The461

test versions are as follows:462

• Legendre56: 6th order Legendre model, t = 20463

• Legendre90: 8th Legendre model, t = 30464

• Legendre182: 12th Legendre model, t = 70465

• FOMFE98: 3th FOMFE model, t = 40466

• FOMFE162: 4th FOMFE model, t = 60467

Fig. 8. ROC curves for different Initial Orientation Field Estimation
approaches.

Here 56, 90, 182, 98, 162 are the number of parameters in 468

the corresponding OF model. Except for parameters t , all the 469

above versions of algorithms use the same set of parameter 470

values (see Table I), which are selected by experience. 471

To verify the superiority of our algorithm, we compare 472

the matching results of our algorithm with those under other 473

three circumstances. First, the overlapped fingerprint images 474

are directly matched with the template fingerprints. Second, 475

the overlapped fingerprint images segmented using the two 476

region masks are matched with the template fingerprints. 477

Third, the overlapped fingerprint images are separated using 478

Feng’s algorithm in [4]. 479
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Fig. 9. Four overlapped fingerprints and their separating results by Feng’s algorithm and the proposed algorithm. Each row corresponds to one example
overlapped fingerprints. (a) Overlapped fingerprints image; (b) and (c) Separated fingerprints by Feng’s algorithm; (d) and (e) Separated fingerprints by the
proposed algorithm (Legendre90). The genuine match score of each component fingerprint is shown on the image.

The ROC and CMC curves for the five test versions on480

the Tsinghua OLF database are given in Fig. 7. From these481

figures, we observed that:482

1) The proposed algorithm outperforms the rest three meth-483

ods on the Tsinghua OLF data set in terms of ROC.484

2) The algorithms using Legendre polynomial models per-485

form a little better than the algorithms using FOMFE486

models.487

3) The order of the orientation model also impacts the488

matching performance.489

Except for the Legendre182 and FOMFE98 versions, all the490

rest test versions of algorithms outperform Feng’s algorithm491

in terms of both ROC and CMC. Fig. 9 shows the separated492

fingerprints for four latent overlapped fingerprints images via493

the proposed alogrithm (Legendre90) and Feng’s algorithm.494

The genuine match score (computed by VeriFinger SDK 6.7)495

between the separated component fingerprint and the mated496

template fingerprint is also shown on each component image.497

We can observe that the proposed method provides a better498

separation result.499

To support the viewpoint that the proposed initial OF500

estimation method is more accurate than the local DFT method501

used in [4], we design an experiment in which we use502

Feng’s local DFT method to estimate the initial OF, and503

then separate the OFs with the proposed iterative correction 504

method. The matching result of this experiment is shown in 505

Fig. 8. For comparison, the matching results of the following 506

three circumstances are also shown: The proposed approach 507

(Legendre90) with i) K = 16 and ii) K = 12. iii) The state 508

of the art algorithm [4] (local DFT for initial OF estimation 509

and relaxation labeling for OF separation). From Fig. 8, 510

we can obtain the following conclusions: 511

1) The proposed initial OF estimation method outperforms 512

the local DFT method. 513

2) The proposed iterative correction method performs 514

better than the relaxation labeling method used 515

in [4]. 516

In [4], the authors also proposed a modified version of 517

algorithm in case that the two component fingerprints in an 518

overlapped image are from the same finger, and the spatial 519

transformation between the two component fingerprints is 520

known. Fig. 10 shows two overlapped fingerprint images from 521

the same finger. And the separating results via the modified 522

algorithm in [4] and our proposed algorithm (Legendre90) are 523

also shown. From this figure, we can see that the modified 524

algorithm in [4] does not provide a better separation result 525

than the proposed algorithm. Note that the proposed algorithm 526

does not require any prior knowledge. 527
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Fig. 10. Results of separating two overlapped fingerprints, of which the two component fingerprints are from the same finger. (a) Overlapped fingerprints
image; (b) and (c) are separated fingerprints by Feng’s algorithm; (d) and (e) are separated fingerprints by the proposed algorithm (Legendre90). The genuine
match score of each component fingerprint is shown on the image.

The order of the orientation model also impact the relative528

performance of the proposed algorithm. From Fig. 7, we can529

see that the Legendre model with order 8 and the FOMFE530

model with order 4 give better matching performance than531

other versions. Actually, if the orientation model contains too532

few number of parameters, it is incapable to model various533

ridge patterns of fingerprints. If the orientation model contains534

too many parameters, Eq. (8) will become an underdetermined535

system of equation (the number of parameters exceeds the536

number of equations), and Eq. (9) will no longer be valid.537

For a particular order of polynomial, the number of para-538

meters for Legendre model is much less than that for FOMFE539

model (see [15, Table I]). Take the polynomial of order 8 as an540

example, where the Legendre model contains 90 parameters,541

while the FOMFE model contains 578 parameters, which542

will lead the underdetermined of Eq. (8). Thus the Legendre543

polynomials allow a finer graduation for a certain number of544

parameters in comparison to the FOMFE polynomials.545

The proposed algorithm involves two iteration processes,546

one for the OF separation, and another for the LM optimiza-547

tion. The time required by these processes depends on the548

size of the fingerprint images and the order of the orientation549

models. According to our experiment results, for images in550

the Tsinghua OLF database (687 × 602 pixels), the average551

time costed by the proposed algorithm (Legendre90), which552

is implemented in MATLAB, is about 40 seconds on a PC with553

3.19 GHz CPU. It is not as fast as that in [4] (10 seconds),554

but is much faster than that in [2] (2 minutes).555

V. CONCLUSION556

Overlapped fingerprints are frequently encountered at crime557

scenes. The identification of such overlapped fingerprints is558

difficult for state-of-the-art AFIS. A few algorithms have been559

proposed to separate the overlapped fingerprints. However,560

some of them require too many human interventions, and561

others provide poor performance. In this paper, we proposed562

a novel separation algorithm for latent overlapped fingerprints563

based on adaptive orientation model fitting. The proposed 564

algorithm requires nothing additional input other than the 565

region masks. The algorithm estimates the initial orientation 566

fields in an elaborate approach and separates the two ori- 567

entation fields through an iterative correction process, dur- 568

ing which the objective function is modified to reduce the 569

impact of redundant structures. The separated OFs are further 570

smoothed via OF models. We test two kinds of polynomial 571

OF models with different orders on the Tsinghua OLF data- 572

base, which is the only publicly available latent overlapped 573

fingerprint data set currently. Experimental results demonstrate 574

that the proposed algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art 575

method in terms of accuracy. 576

However, there are still deficiencies in our algorithm. The 577

PCA subspace projection is not strong enough to keep the 578

orientation models to be fingerprint-like, which leads to that 579

some of the separating results not having valid fingerprint flow 580

patterns. For future work, we plan to study other learning 581

methods to construct effective fingerprint orientation models 582

and improve the accuracy of the separating algorithms. The 583

current algorithm cannot deal with latent images with more 584

than two overlapped fingerprints, which is also an interesting 585

research direction. 586

There is only one publicly available latent overlapped fin- 587

gerprints data set currently. This data set contains 100 latent 588

overlapped fingerprints originated from twelve different fin- 589

gers. For our study, this data set is not complete enough to 590

test the separating algorithm comprehensively. Besides, images 591

in this data set are of relatively good quality and no structured 592

noise is presented, which is impractical in reality. In our future 593

work, we will collect other latent overlapped fingerprints and 594

construct a more practical data set. 595

Last but not the least, the proposed algorithm is not yet 596

fully automatic. The region masks of the two component 597

fingerprints must be marked manually. Therefore, an algorithm 598

that can automatically segment two component fingerprints is 599

also desirable in practice. 600
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AUTHOR QUERY

AQ:1 = In Figs. 6–8, text is too small and difficult to read. Please provide clearer images with
more legible text.


